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Kikboxes Dual Universal
Baseplate - Black Powder
Coat

$22.95
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Short Description
New dual and triple universal baseplates from Kikboxes Computer Craft offer expanded flexibility for your cooling
setup! Whether you are air- or water-cooling your machine, these new baseplates allow you to mount any of our
120mm grill designs - in any combination - to your PC!

Description
New dual and triple universal baseplates from Kikboxes Computer Craft offer expanded flexibility for your cooling
setup! Whether you are air- or water-cooling your machine, these new baseplates allow you to mount any of our
120mm grill designs - in any combination - to your PC!
The universal baseplates are as easy to install as our other products and are made from 18 gauge steel and
powder coated for a beautiful and tough finish. Simply choose your preferred color and size, add on a few grills,
and you have a quick and easy way to update the look of your rig!
Our baseplate kit includes one universal baseplate, mounting hardware, and a product card with installation
details.
With cooling accessories from Kikboxes Computer Craft, you can update the look of your machine as often as you
want. Whether you keep your best grills in reserve for game day or stack several to make unique design
combinations, kikboxes universal baseplates make it easy to personalize your machine!

Features
Package Contents:
Genuine Kikbox base plate
Appropriate number of fasteners for each base plate for easy installation
DOES NOT INCLUDE ANY GRILLS (as shown in pictures)
For installation tutorials and templates, visit http://www.kikboxes.com/guides
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Additional Information
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SKU

KB-UNI-DL-BP-BK

Weight

1.0000

Color

Black

Radiator Size

240 (2 x 120mm)

Radiator Accessory Type

Radgrill

Material

Steel
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